
 
Biotech Consultant  

Company Description  

Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis (www.isoplexis.com) is Making 
the Difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies to combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated 
systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & World-Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research 
by connecting biological readouts to what is actually happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, 
originally from Cal Tech and Yale, combined with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by 
our amazing R&D team and used throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are 
publishing findings that connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that excites & drives all of us to 
do more! If you like working at the intersection of biological sciences and healthcare, and you enjoy intellectually 
challenging yet fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 300+ person team has a sense of integrity, energy, and 
urgency to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 
 

Responsibilities 

 Manages all content creation, revision, and retention across multiple platforms. 
 Works with executive director to identify stories needing updating and revisions, as well as formulating a 

workable content roadmap. 
 Organizes the editorial calendar with the editorial director as well as manages incoming stories from writers into 

an easy-to-manage format. 
 Edits and revises content. 
 Spearheads tasks regarding content as well as editorial strategy. 
 Helps build a team of writers, freelancers, and other contributors, and manages assignments. 
 Identifies keywords for expansion on the site. 
 Brainstorms with editorial team members to develop new ideas for content. 
 Provides editorial support where needed. 

Skills/Experience 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills 
 An appreciation for quality content and the ability to create it 
 Ability to multitask and take on multiple assignments 
 Comfortable working with data and spreadsheets when needed 
 Bachelor’s degree in communications, journalism, English, or a related field 
 Extensive new media editorial experience or a similar role 
 Adept at SEO best practices and keyword selection 
 Proficiency with multiple content management systems and analytics software 
 Knowledge of the specific industry is a plus 

 

Traits 

 Commitment to quality, attention to detail, and team player 
 Willingness to learn; Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, 

exercise creativity and judgment in design, writing, analysis, and presentation to internal team 
members 

 High energy; Self-motivated; Sense of humor 



 
 
ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in this position, for 
the Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this position. 

Job Type: Full-time 

Required education: 

 Bachelor's; Master’s a plus 



Sequencing Biologist 
 
Company Description 
Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis 
(www.isoplexis.com) is Making the Difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies 
to combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & 
World-Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological readouts to 
what is actually happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal 
Tech and Yale, combined with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our 
amazing R&D team and used throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers 
who are publishing findings that connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that 
excites & drives all of us to do more! If you like working at the intersection of biological sciences and 
healthcare, and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 
300+ person team has a sense of integrity, energy, and urgency to ‘make things happen’ in our collective 
careers and in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 

IsoPlexis is welcoming self-motivated, high energy individuals who are looking for career growth working 
with cutting edge technology, to apply today!   

Responsibilities: 

 Research and design experimental protocols for the next generation of IsoPlexis instrument 
 Develop methods for RNA capture on the IsoPlexis chip 
 Develop methods for cDNA library preparation 
 Sequencing cDNA libraries or amplicons 
 Develop methods for barcode sequencing on chip to link multi-omics data 
 Execute laboratory experiments, analyze data, and prepare presentations for sequencing on chip 

and RNA capture 
 Writing protocols for new methods 

Requirements & Skills 

 BS or MS with 3+ years research experience or PhD in cellular and molecular biology or a 
closely related field  

 Extensive experience with cell culture, protein analysis assays (ELISPOT, ELISA, Luminex, flow 
cytometry, etc.) 

 Deep and broad technical skill sets to enable measurement of cellular responses at the levels of 
gene and protein 

 Proven ability to generate high quality data and to prepare technical reports, summaries, 
protocols, and quantitative analyses for internal meetings and publications 

 Proficiency in the analysis and understanding of immune cells, immune cell culture, immune 
molecules 

 Excellent track record of teamwork, strong communication and focused execution 
 Demonstrated abilities of independent troubleshooting of assays and experiments 
 Must be detail-oriented with good organization and excellent time management skills 
 Willingness to take on multiple responsibilities and work in small team environment 



 Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, exercise creativity and 
judgment in bench work and analysis 
 

ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in 
this position, for the Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this 
position 

 



Senior Scientist – Panel Development 
 
Company Description Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis 
(www.isoplexis.com) is Making the Difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies to 
combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & World-
Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological readouts to what is actually 
happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal Tech and Yale, combined 
with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our amazing R&D team and used 
throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are publishing findings that 
connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that excites & drives all of us to do more! If you 
like working at the intersection of biological sciences and healthcare, and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet 
fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 300+ person team has a sense of integrity, energy, and urgency 
to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 

Qualifications and about you:  

A motivated scientist who is ready to be a part of the IsoPlexis R&D team! Play an integral role in panel 
optimizations and releases for our CodePlex and Single Cell products! 

 Lead projects by sourcing material and guiding laboratory technicians to build impactful panels 
 Provide support in the transition of product from development to production 
 Present experimental findings and interpretations to team members, cross-functional leaders, and 

senior management 
 Technical proficiency in cell biology, ELISA and other immunoassay processes 
 Actively troubleshoot and identify opportunities for optimization, applications, and products 
 Participate in both the design review and document control process and activities 
 Experience working in a regulated environment under a controlled design review process 
 Demonstrated experience in product or assay launch   
 Ability to plan and execute complex experiments in a timely fashion 
 Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, exercise creativity and 

judgment in bench work, analysis, and presentation to internal team members  
 Commitment to quality, attention to detail, and team player 

 
ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in this position, for the 
Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this position 

Job Type: Full-time 
 
Required education: 

 MS, PhD preferred 

Experience: 

 6+ years 



Biomedical Engineer (R&D) 
 
Company Description Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and 
IsoPlexis (www.isoplexis.com) is Making the Difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies 
to combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & World-
Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological readouts to what is actually 
happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal Tech and Yale, combined 
with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our amazing R&D team and used 
throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are publishing findings that 
connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that excites & drives all of us to do more! If you 
like working at the intersection of biological sciences and healthcare, and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet 
fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 300+ person team has a sense of integrity, energy, and urgency 
to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 

Qualifications and about you:  

A motivated engineer who is ready to be a part of the IsoPlexis R&D team!  

 Research and execute experiments to drive innovations in novel assay, microfluidics, and optics devices 
 Prepare documentation of findings, submit reports, and make design suggestions for further 

development 
 Conduct various biological studies to determine feasibility for novel engineering solutions  
 Present quantitative measurements to verify the impact of changes   
 Run internal manufacturing of product for internal use, with minimal oversight, with regards to tracking 

and quality control 
 Ability to handle detail, multiple tasks, and short-notice deadlines, with reprioritization of work 
 Bachelor’s degree in biology, biomedical, chemical, biochemical, mechanical engineering or related 

discipline 
 Experimental design and data analysis experience 
 Experience with microscopy, wet lab experience, sterile technique, and good lab practice (experience 

with mammalian cell culture a plus) 
 Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, exercise creativity and 

judgment in bench work, analysis, and presentation to internal team members  
 Commitment to quality, attention to detail, and team player 

ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in this position, for the 
Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this position 

Job Type: Full-time 
 
Required education: 

 Bachelors or higher 

Experience: 

 3 years minimum 

 



Surface Chemist 
 
Company Description  

Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis 
(www.isoplexis.com) is making the difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies to 
combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & 
World-Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological readouts to what 
is actually happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal Tech and 
Yale, combined with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our amazing 
R&D team and used throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are 
publishing findings that connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that excites & 
drives all of us to do more! If you like working at the intersection of biological sciences and healthcare, 
and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 300+ person 
team has a sense of integrity, energy, and urgency to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and 
in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 

Responsibilities 

 Serve as the primary expert for all R&D purposes involving surface chemistry and 
functionalization. 

 Develop, evaluate and productize methods to characterize relevant surface properties. 
 Establish tests to ensure product quality and predict potential problems, implement proactive 

solutions, ensure reliable manufacturing and robust performance. 
 Collaborate effectively with internal and external partners across multiple scientific disciplines. 
 Serve as significant contributor to innovation and ability to work with functional leadership to 

identify the unmet needs of the research programs to find solutions. 
 Work independently and within a team as needed. 
 Explore novel approaches while focusing on commercial productization. 

Qualifications 

 PhD in chemistry or relevant field, or equivalent experience in industry with demonstrated 
experience in surface chemistry.  

 Experience with microfluidics preferred. 
 Experience with slide-based platforms; microarrays, lab-on-a-chip ELISAs, etc. 
 Experience with polymer chemistry, surface functionalization, and passivation. 
 Experience with effective proteins/antibody immobilization a plus 
 Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, exercise creativity 

and judgment in bench work, analysis, and present to team members and upper management. 

 
ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in this 
position, for the Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this 
position 

 



 



Senior Biomedical Engineer – Microfluidics 

Company Description  

Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis 
(www.isoplexis.com) is making the difference in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies to 
combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 Innovation by Scientist Magazine & 
World-Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological readouts to what 
is actually happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal Tech and 
Yale, combined with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our amazing 
R&D team and used throughout the world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are 
publishing findings that connect our readouts to what is truly happening in patients, and that excites & 
drives all of us to do more! If you like working at the intersection of biological sciences and healthcare, 
and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 300+ person 
team has a sense of integrity, energy, and urgency to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and 
in the broader world, and we look forward to talking. 

Responsibilities 

 Serve as a lead research and development engineer of a novel microfluidics device 
 Design, fabricate, test, and validate from proof-of-concept to full production 
 Develop and own product spec and research plans 
 Work closely with product management and marketing to prioritize resources 
 Validate processes, write protocols, development procedures, and maintain accurate records 
 Keep up-to-date with current best practices and emerging methods in microfluidics device mass-

production 

Skills/Qualifications 

 M.S. or Ph.D. in biomedical engineering, biochemistry, analytical chemistry, or related field. 
 2+ (M.S.) or 1+ (Ph.D.) years of microfluidics experience; biotech industry experience preferred 
 Experience with PDMS based device design and production 
 Working knowledge of soft lithography, surface chemistry, clean-room fabrication, CAD design 

tools  
 Proven ability to write SOPs and train others to successfully perform the work. 
 Excellent communication skills with the following: interdepartmental (mechanical, electrical, 

software, system engineers), cross-functional (Operations, Marketing). 
 Ability to work well in a cross-functional team environment and support multiple projects as 

needed. 
 Possesses strong communication skills, with the ability to present complex scientific ideas to 

clinical and scientific audiences. 
 Commitment to quality, attention to detail, and team player 
 Ability to handle detail, multiple tasks, and occasionally short-notice deadlines 

 



ISOPLEXIS is only considering applicants who have valid authorization to work in the U.S., in this position, 
for the Company. ISOPLEXIS does not sponsor employment-based visas for this position 

Job Type: Full-time 

Required education: 

 M.S. or Ph.D. 

Job Type: Full-time 

Experience: 

 Microfluidics: 2 years minimum 
 Surface chemistry: 1 year minimum 

 


